This was not very definite information as to the status of Technology in the cross country race, but it was taken to be as final as and further action was taken to look into it.

A short while ago the manager of the track team began to speculate as to what condition of affairs really existed and he accordingly communicated with the secretary of the I. C. A. A. A. a. A. asking how Technology was re- signed. A reply was received from him saying that he did not think that Technology was in any place in an association but he would refer the matter to the advisory council of the association and would send definite information within a few days.

A letter stating, that the advisory council would see no way in which the institute could enter the cross country race. This they said was a fact they quite regretted but that the folly with the Institute in not attending to serving memberships in the association. Since the cross country management had not obtained the news of Tech’s, dates in time to apply for membership this year the track management was not in a position to take his necessary action; it was presumed that the cross country officials were holding out for the Institute’s standing in the cross country race.

Technology is therefore out of both associations and the time of the usual meeting of the C. C. A. A. A. at which application could have been made for membership had passed without any information having been secured. The track manager, D. C. McMurtrie, 1911, has now made application for information to the association which will be presented at the meeting of the executive committee before it meets in Philadelphia on the 30th of May. That action will have been taken in time. It appears that the cross country association did not take over the cross country asso- ciation was not taken over by the track association. The fact was that the track association voted to insti- tute a cross country race, the colleges who even members of both associations agreeing that in this case the cross country association would be dissolved. Accordingly at the next meeting of that organization such action was taken.

The track association did not there- fore take over the cross country association in any way and Technology which was the only college not in the I. C. A. A. A. was left out. The annual meeting of the association to consider applications for membership took place some time ago and the name of the college was not held until after the cross country new was taken.
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